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Scope: 2D and 3D numer ical simulation

(DNS or  LES) of the non-linear  growth

              of Rayleigh-Taylor  and Richtmyer-
              Meshkov instabilities.

Reasons for  numer ical simulation

(a) gain understanding of the mixing
processes which is not available from

               exper iment

(b) explain exper imental results

(c) design exper iments

(d) provide results for  the calibration of

engineer ing models (eg RANS  models)
(e) full simulation of engineer ing 

applications



(a)        2D single mode

(b) 2D multimode

(c) Additional physics

(d) 3D single mode/few modes

(e) 3D turbulence
modelling of the unresolved scales

(f) Future role of numerical simulation

              AWE examples

------------------------------------
Aim to illustrate the progress made with

examples – not a complete review of all the

work done.



Turbulent mixing is a 3D process.

However , the dynamics of the large scale

structures within the mixing layer  is the

key aspect of mixing and much has

been/can still be learnt about this from
single-mode or  2D multimode simulations.

The fine-scale structure (dissipation at

high wave numbers) is essentially a 3D

process and for  this 3D simulation is
essential.

The possibilities of 3D simulation on

 present-day super  computers should be
 fully exploited – however , simpler  2D

 simulation still has an essential role

 especially for  complex problems with

 additional physics.



2D SINGLE MODE

The first 2D simulations of RT were car r ied out in
Frank Har low’s group at LANL in the late 1960s.

e.g.  B J Daly, Phys Fluids Vol 10, p297 (1967)

MAC code: incompressible

‘Marker  and Cell’

Roll-up of the spike due to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability seen for  

                              but not for

not observed exper imentally until Ratafia, Phys
Fluids Vol 16 p1207 (1973).

results explained by drag force on bubble and spike
– as in buoyancy – drag models which are widely
used today.
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Youngs, Physica 12D, p19 (1984)

2D Multimode Rayleigh-Taylor tr iggered by short
wavelength random per turbations.  Incompressible
hydrocode similar  to MAC code but inter face tracking
was abandoned as fine-scale mixing expected.

Solved equation for fluid 1 volume fraction

Showed self-similar  growth with bubble penetration (h1)
given by

α ≈ 0.04 to 0.05 independent of density ratio, for  growth
by mode coupling.

Subsequent exper iments, Read, Physica 12D, p45 (1984)
gave α ~ 0.06 to 0.07.

At the time difference between α in calculation and
exper iment was attr ibuted to 2D vs 3D effects – but this
has not turned out to be so simple.
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Inogamov (3rd IWPCTM) argued that self similar  gt2

growth should be obtained if a multimode
perturbation with

is used.  In this case α depends weakly on the initial
conditions.

2D multimode calculations descr ibed by Atzeni and
Guer r ier i, Europhys Lett, Vol 22, p603 (1993).

α ~ 0.04 to 0.05 lower bound for  mix evolution.

Demonstrates the very useful role which numer ical
simulation can play in understanding the effect of
initial conditions on turbulent mixing.
What happens in real problems?

Growth via mode coupling
or  growth directly from initial per turbations.
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RICHTMYER-MESHKOV: 2D SINGLE MODE

Impulsive linear  model (Richtmyer)

    post shock Atwood Number and amplitude

2D numer ical simulation very useful in understanding the
cor rect effect of compressibility on the linear  theory and also the
non-linear  behaviour .

Highlight recent paper:-

Holmes, Dimonte, Fryxell, Gittings, Grove, Schneider, Sharp,
Velikovich, Weaver , Zhang.  J Fluid Mech, Vol 389, p55 (1999)

Compare three different hydrocodes (RAGE, PROMETHEUS
and Fron Tier ) with non-linear theory, and with a NOVA
experiment.

Fron Tier : interface tracking

RAGE: no interface tracking, AMR
PROMETHEUS: no interface tracking (MUSCL)
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ADDITIONAL PHYSICS

Numer ical simulation has played a
major  role in the understanding of

additional physics on RT/RM

instability.

(a) Mater ial strength (solids)

(b) Density gradient stabilisation

(c)   Ablation front stabilisation















3D SIMULATION

(a) Single mode/few modes
Difference between the behaviour  of large scale

structure in 2D and 3D.

3D growth rate is higher  than 2D growth rate.

             (Layzer  theory).

Use of inter face tracking is an advantage.

(b) Turbulent Mixing
Formation of a Kolmogorov-like  iner tial

range .

Dissipation in 3D much higher  than in 2D.
Counteracts the higher  growth rate of the large scale
structures in 3D.
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3D TURBULENCE SIMULATION

Most detailed analysis for  RT mixing – the simple case

          g constant – for  which bubble growth is given by

Major  area of controversy is the treatment of the small
scales

Techniques used

– Direct Numer ical Simulation (DNS) – viscosity and
diffusivity included in the calculation – all scales
present are resolved

– Inter face tracking - for  immiscible mixing
– Large Eddy Simulation (LES) - only large scales

resolved - dissipation at small scales modelled
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The high-Reynolds number limit
In high-Reynolds number  turbulent mixing, turbulence KE
and density fluctuations are dissipated by a cascade to high
wave numbers.

Power spectrum:

where

log P(k) k-5/3 (approximately)
       - Kolmogorov law

         viscous dissipation

     log k (wave number)

Viscosity/diffusivity determines the scale at which dissipation
occurs, not the rate.

LES works if some of the k -5/3 spectrum can be resolved – dissipation
occurs at an ar tificially large scale determined by the mesh
resolution.

(Conclusions given here are not necessar ily applicable to simulation
of turbulent boundary layers.
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Two approaches to LES

See recent text books:-

Turbulent Flows:  Stephen Pope, Cambr idge University Press (2000)

Numer ical Simulation of Reactive Flow (second edition) : Elaine
Oran and Jay Bor is, Cambr idge University Press (2000)

(a) The numer ical method should have negligible
dissipation.

> 80% of the turbulence KE should be resolved

A sub-gr id scale model should be used to 
represent the effect of the unresolved scales.

(b) Many numer ical schemes (FCT, van Leer , TVD)
have implicit dissipation at high-wave numbers.
No additional sub-gr id model should be used.

- MILES, Monotone Integrated Large–Eddy 
     Simulation

(a)  is most popular  within the turbulence community – a
controversial issue but not given much attention so far  at the
IWPCTMs.

L imited application of sub-gr id models to RT/RM mixing.



LES + Smagor insky model

Simplest and most well-known sub-gr id model.

For  incompressible uniform density flow

    = filtered value of ui ie averaged over  a small region of space just
sufficient for         to be resolved by the numer ical mesh

where
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Vremen et al J Fluid Mech, Vol 399, p357, (1997)

Six subgr id scale models applied to the free shear
layer  (323 gr id).

Smagor insky model with constant coefficient did not
per form well – too dissipative in laminar  regions.

Best results with dynamic eddy–viscosity model,
Germano,  J Fluid Mech, Vol 238, p325 (1992).

cd: a var iable coefficient estimated from the velocity
field filtered at two different levels

ij2
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Subgr id Scale Models

Theoretical analysis available.
eg for  Smagor insky model (Fureby et al, Physics of
Fluids, Vol 9, p1416, 1997) – assuming  spectrum

            = filter  width

            = Kolmogorov constant

MILES technique
Theoretical analysis lacking, except for  recent work by
Margolin and Rider , ECCOMAS, Swansea, UK (2001).

Analysis of truncation terms in nonoscillatory finite
volume schemes – relate to SGS models.

“ I t appears that the reluctance of the community in
general to accept implicit turbulence modelling is more
due to lack of justification of the approach rather  than
any failure of application.”
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DNS - low to moderate Reynolds no.
needed to understand the transition to
Turbulence.
Understand the behaviour  of the high –
wave number  end of the spectra.
Effect of Schmidt no.

LES or  MILES

- used to model the high–Reynolds 
number limit – relevant to many 

applications eg shock tube 
exper iments.

INTERFACE TRACKING

- useful to understand the effect of 
`sur face tension for  mixing of 
immiscible fluids (a number of RT 
exper iments have used immiscible 
fluids).

Immiscible fluids with negligible
sur face tension should give fine–scale
mixing which behaves like miscible

                mixing, at high Reynolds number .



TURMOIL3D exper ience

Numer ical method used based on the 2D Euler ian
technique for  multimater ial flow developed ~ 1980.

– Lagrangian phase + rezone (advection) phase
– Inter face tracking

– Monotonic advection method of van Leer used in
rezone phase for  all fluid var iables.

Van Leer  method very successful at giving a robust method
with low numerical diffusion.

Applied to a wide range of compressible flows with shocks
and density discontinuities.

– TURMOIL3D – same basic numerical method
as the 2D code

– As simple as possible eg perfect gas EoS

– Inter face tracking not used, as dissipation of
density fluctuations at small scales expected

– Use of the van Leer  method implied non- linear
numer ical dissipation at scales of order the mesh size





MILES vs LES with explicit sub-gr id model

TVD schemes (such as the van Leer  advection
method used in TURMOIL3D) have become very
popular  for  compressible flow with shocks and
contact discontinuities.  I t seems appropr iate to
continue using them for  compressible turbulent flow.
The dissipation implicit in the numer ical scheme
should be sufficient to make sub-gr id models
unnecessary →  MILES approach.

The rationale for  LES + explicit sub-gr id model
requires the use of a basic numer ical technique with
negligible dissipation ⇒  TVD schemes cannot be
used.

Does this mean that this approach is most useful for
uniform density incompressible flow?



Many disagreements about best method to use for  3D RT
turbulent mixing.

Need to compare results for  agreed test problems.

Guy Dimonte (alpha group compar ison).

    H

              g

        256 x 256 x 512 zones

Initial per turbation : wavelengths in the range 4
to 8

Growth by mode coupling   loss of memory of the initial
conditions.
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THE INITIAL PERTURBATION

RT exper iments with constant g give bubble penetration

TURMOIL3D calculations with shor t wavelength initial
perturbations (growth purely by mode coupling) give

Need to assume long wavelength initial perturbations with
amplitude    wavelength (as proposed by Inogamov) to give
self-similar  growth with

Per turbation used
     :  wavelengths

s.d     =

     :  power  spectrum  P(k)

       (ocean sur face spectrum)

wavelengths in the range

0.06 to 0.05 ~ with ,     gt  h 2
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Calculations with Inter face Tracking

A number  of researchers have considered turbulent mixing of
immiscible fluids using inter face tracking techniques.

J Glimm et al J Comp Phys, Vol 162, p652 (2001)

Frontier  method – represents both the velocity and density
discontinuity at the inter face.

112 x 112 x 224 zones

α ~ 0.07

Oron, Arazi, Kar toon, Rikanati, Alon, Shvar ts Physics of
Plasmas, Vol 8, p2883 (2001).  See also Shvar ts et al Shock-
Induced instability of inter faces, in Handbook of Shock Waves,
Vol 2, Academic Press (2001).

80 x 80 x 80 zones

α ~ 0.05

Anuchina et al – Proceeding of 5th Zababakhin Scientific Talks
(1999).

60 x 60 x 60 zones  = 0.064

120 x 120 x 120 zones α = 0.074

Evidence for            energy spectrum.

(Also, Yu. V. Yanilkin, VNI IEF, 1203 mesh, α = 0.06)

35-k



Rayleigh-Taylor  Summary

• Many 3D calculations with significant differences
between results

α ~ 0.03 to 0.07

• Effect of initial conditions impor tant – very good reason
for pursuing the numerical simulation.

• Controversy over the numer ical techniques which
should be used.

Use of sub-gr id scale models is recommended by many
but has not been widely used here.

Inter face tracking calculations have given higher  values
of α but have not used the highest resolution.

• Need some test problems to resolve the disagreements
(see talk by Guy Dimonte).



RM Turbulent Mixing

Fewer  3D simulations available.

Scaling laws for  single shock RM :

Bubbles : hB ~

Spikes : hS ~

Youngs, Laser  and Par ticle Beams, Vol 12, p725, (1994)

160 x 160 x 270 zones, assumed

then             (based on growth of integral mix width)

for  a flat spectrum

P(k) = const for  0 < k < kmax

kmax =
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Single Shock RM

3D simulation should be used to investigate the effect
of initial conditions in more detail.

An initial amplitude spectrum

may be more appropr iate to real applications ⇒
higher  values of

Double Shock RM

3D simulation has been applied to exper iments
where several shocks are present.

However, no detailed 3D studies (development of
scaling laws) for  double shock RM.

Second shock : shock-turbulence interaction and
shock-density fluctuation interaction.
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FUTURE ROLE OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION

2D Simulation

• Will continue to be essential for  complex problems with
additional physics

3D Simulation

• Fundamental understanding of turbulent mixing in
simple flows (DNS and LES)

• More complex flows – LES now feasible

• LES results should be used to validate engineer ing
models (Bouyancy – drag models, RANS models)

• Not yet feasible for  complex real applications



AWE SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the shock tube exper iment is
validation of a 2D RANS model

Exper iment is 2D on average

3D Simulation (TURMOIL3D) : 400 x 320 x 160
zones inter faces randomly per turbed

2D turbulence model (RANS model) calculation
:     200 x 160 zones

Compare average behaviour  extracted from 3D
simulation with 2D RANS model

  AirSHOCK
WAVE

AirSF6



     3D simulation at t = 4.0ms

  2D RANS model at t = 4.0ms

  Mean volume fraction levels -

0.0,0.05,0.3,0.7,0.95,1.0



FINAL REMARKS

• Numer ical simulation has made a major
contr ibution to the understanding of RT and
RM instability over  the last 40 years.

• Need to focus more now on 3D turbulence
simulation.

• Reasonably good 3D LES can be per formed with
mesh sizes ~ 2563, well within the capability of
present-day supercomputers.

• 3D simulation not yet practical for  complex real
applications but can have a major  impact on
engineer ing models.


